Do you need power quickly?
Immediate power to the grid

New mobile unit with an electrical output of 44 megawatts from Siemens to provide flexible, efficient and rapid supply of electricity, enabling quick support for critical or urgent power needs.

Fast power for hard to reach places – mobile, modular power plants to fuel economic growth through accelerated development of the power infrastructure in regions that have not yet highly developed infrastructure.

Quick manufacture as a standard unit – same gas turbine and package for 50 Hz and 60 Hz
Each unit is fully assembled and tested at the factory in order to verify operation and performance and minimize the extent of commissioning activities at site.

Easy transport to destination by air, land or sea
Transport of the new gas turbine is facilitated by its compact design and relatively low weight.

Fast installation in 2 weeks with minimal site preparation and infrastructure required

Once commissioned, the mobile solution can generate full power in less than 9 minutes.